Coordinator's Message

Tadashi Ishida

May 1, 2019 marked the beginning of the Reiwa era. I hope it is on the threshold of a new era to promote lifelong language learning. There are two pieces of information.

1. Annual General Meeting
Date: Sunday, February 24 2019
Place: LLL SIG table at Otsuma Women’s University, Tokyo
Agenda: All of the current LLL SIG officers were appointed.
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2. Plenary Video Series
All four of the JALT2018 Plenary Video Series have been uploaded to YouTube, and are available in one convenient playlist. Please enjoy watching the following videos when you have time.
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLpP8yzHmmyNHTj6NN8y_MHXMIz1UkXlhM

Momoko Nakamura: Gender Construction in Japanese Translation

Lindsay Clandfield: Diversity, Inclusion and Authenticity in ELT Materials"

Judith B. O'Loughlin: Three Strategies for Fostering Learner Resilience

Diane Larsen-Freeman: Including All Students: A Complex Systems Perspective